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  Description

  bench tester, motor tester, tuner (vehicles) runs engine on a bench under artificial conditions approximating to strain imposed upon it under road conditions, usually by applying a measurable braking force to fly wheel; takes revolutions per minute; may take indicator diagrams and calculate indicated horse-power; reports behaviour and, if necessary, tunes up or makes minor adjustments. tester, engine (road) see tester, car. tester (files) see examiner (files). tester, heat (blast furnace) takes temperature of furnaces and stoves and of blast entering furnace, by reading pyrometer; now generally done by stove minder ( 171), foreman or chemist, or by manager. tester, matrix tests brass matrices, to be used in type casting by linotype process, by taking a trial cast, comparing this with a standard letter and measuring for depth of strike, truth of alignment, etc.; machines matrix or shapes it by hand tools at bench, if alteration is required. tester, meter (gas and water meters) putter-together (brassware) assembles an cl puts together spun or turned parts, to form finished articles, at a bench with hand tools; in doing so, may pe-form some wiring, soldering or brazing. maker-up (metallic bedsteads) see fitter, bedstead. maker-up (pressed and stamped ware) spindle stretcher (i) a straightener q.v. employed in a mill where spindles are produced; operations similar to those of rod mill straightener q.v.; (ii) for small spindles used in textile machinery, may tap with hand hammer on a steel plate to reduce irregularities. straightener (tubes) lader, ladler (lead extraction), Pattison hand (lead extraction) stirs up molten lead in large pot, in which Pattison process of desilverisation is conducted, and as it cools, removes in perforated ladle, solid crystals of pure lead, which sink to bottom of pot; when critical temperature is reached, ladles remaining liquid into another pot, and by repeating process increases concentration of silver in lead. cutter, bloom Nationally https://www.nhs.uk/using-the-nhs/nhs-services/mental-health-services/how-to-access-mental-health-services/
They shine a light on the lives of some of those living with long term mental illness in the 19th century and are a valuable source of information on the people using the hospital, their conditions and treatment. Glasgow Steel Nail Co has been involved in many interesting projects that have included providing nails for the Globe Theatre iron plate straightener straightens or flattens stone cutting saws bent in use, by hammering on an anvil or iron plate. straightener, soft (needles) a hammer straightener q.v. who straightens needles in the soft, i.e., before hardening, on anvil, with hand hammer. straightener, spindle guide rolling straightener straightens rod, while hot after rolling, on mill floor, by hitting with hammer (usually wooden hammer). straightener (saws), saw straightener, saw plate straightenerwheel presser mounts wheels of railway vehicles on axles or dismounts them, by hydraulic press; slings wheel and axle in chains and pushes into position in hydraulic press; controls levers and valves of press and watches pressure gauge or hydraulograph. nail maker see machine minder (nails). needle maker general term for workers employed in any process or making needles, including needle stamper ( 254), eve stamper ( 254), ayer ( 254), eye filer ( 233), pointer (needle) ( 237) q.v.; sometimes specifically designated, e.g., bleacher's needle maker, hosiery needle maker, sail maker's needle maker. needle maker, boot
Chronology As An Aid to Dating Old Buildings , Technical Leaflet 48. Nashville: American Association for State and wrench finisher finishes off drop forgings of spanners and wrenches or parts thereof by emery wheel grinding, lathe polishing and hand filing; fits together parts by riveting or with screws. finisher, spring hook files, fits and polishes, on bobbing wheel, drop forgings of spring hooks for use in harness gear. finisher, type see dresser, type. finisher, wrench see finisher, spanner. firer and dogger (puddling furnace) a firer (puddling) ( 279) q.v. who also acts as dogger ( 279) q.v. fitter; general term for workers assembling and fitting together metal articles from component parts or erecting simple metal apparatus in its place; usually works at bench, with vice, screwdriver, file, hammer and other hand tools; in some cases may use small riveting machine to fasten parts together; or may weld or braze joints; is usually a specialist in fitting together one kind of article and rarely has to alter or adjust parts to any extent; cf. fitter ( 210); often specifically designated, e.g. anchor fitter, hag frame fitter, casement fitter, chandelier fitter, cot fitter, grip fitter, iron cabinet fitter, mattress fitter, metal casement fitter, musical hell fitter, saddle' fitter, speedometer fitter, tank fitter. fitter, bath erects baths in bathrooms, etc.; fixes base to floor, fits taps, etc.; connects up with water supply and waste pipe; usually done by plumber ( 252) q.v. fitter, bedstead wire bender, wire turner makes screens, guards, and other wire appliances for textile machinery; turns or bends wire over a pattern, using hammer and hand pliers. woolley tooth maker see willey tooth maker. work board hand (cutlery) see putter-together (cutlery). wrought nail maker forges wrought iron nails, by hand, on "Oliver" hammer; c.f. cramper. zincage man carries out operations in Parke's process of desilverisation of lead, by means of direct action of metallic zinc; carries out one or more of such duties as running molten lead into cast iron pots, skimming molten lead with special skimming tool, adding metallic zinc (either solid or molten), stirring mixture, skimming off triple alloy of lead, zinc and silver as it solidifies, etc. zinc fixer cuts sheet zinc and fits and fixes it with zinc nails, screws or rivets in sinks, on roofs, etc.; cf. zinc roofer ( 226).examiner (steel pens) examines steel pens after a process has been completed, to detect faulty nibs, which are thrown out. machine minder (nails), nail machine minder furnace gauger (blast furnace) lowers materials into blast furnace from a kind of funnel, called a bell; works levers to lift and drop bell; "dips" or measures depth of charge in furnace by dropping a rod, attached to hand lever, into furnace; sometimes done by charger q.v.; obsolescent, cf. hoistman ( 169). bench hand (wire works) see wire worker. bender (boot and shoe plates, clog irons) places cut lengths of special steel rod in a bending machine, where they are bent into shapes required for heel or toe tips, sometimes sets machine; sometimes specifically designated, e.g. clog iron bender, shoe tip bender. bender, copper (generators, etc.) teazer breaks clay plug in tapping hole of cupola with a pointed steel bar, so releasing molten metal, which falls into ladle; periodically taps slag at slag holes; usually done by furnaceman ( 171) q.v. tapper, tapper-out (iron and steel manufacture) dries refractory clay in tapping hole and spout of furnace by lighting a fire underneath; when furnace is ready to be tapped or emptied, drills or hammers out clay with which tapping holes are closed, and keeps molten steel flowing by means of a long bar. tapper (rolling mill); taps steel plates with hammer to detect flaws by ring of metal; obsolescent. tapper (zinc extraction) see drawer (zinc extraction). tapping man (lead extraction) engine tester (road), final test man, road tester (motor) drives finished chassis to test it under road conditions and reports behaviour; if necessary, makes minor adjustments during trial; frequently done by engine or chassis fitter ( 210) q.v. tester, carbon makes rough chemical tests of samples of steel, taken as steel "buttons" from furnace, to ascertain carbon content; usually done by shift chemist and his assistants. tester (chain testing house) see examiner (chain testing house). tester (cycles) see examiner (cycles). tester, engine (bench)
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